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2. ABSTRACT 
'!'he obj··ective of this thesiJ was to establish a computerized 
' I 
information transfer procedure between the Engineering
 arrl Industrial 
Engineering departments at the Inger.soll-Rarrl Canpany 
plant at 
Phillipsburg, New Jersey. 
As ·a result of the analysis of the·company's interdep
artmental 
cor11ninications, the following was accomplished: 
" . , ,~. 
A. A Con.ceptual Diagra.m of the. ·Order Processing in t
he .Encji_neered Pum.p 
B. Parametric computer prog.rams to des.ign pump i;,art
s ·?I'ld display 
geometr.ical represent~tions on the computer graph
ical terminal 
arrl subsequent dat:aba$.e-. processing for the purpose of gener
ating 
computer files used by the·NC machines were written. 
c. A computer network link between the En;gineeri-ng a
hd :r.rx:1ustri~l 
Engineering computer mainframes for the purpose· of
 ·the NC f:ile~ 
transformations was established. 
,. 
-2- I 
3 • INTRODUCTION 
The work was performed at the Ingersoll-Rand Canpany, 
Eng-ineered Pump Division located in Phillipsburg, New Jersey. 
Centrifugal pumps are the main ·product that is designed and,. 
manu.factured by this Division. An example: of a pump used for the pipel.ine 
service is shown on Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows a complete pump/driver assembly 
. . . 
used for salt water injection. There ate several :11n~s- of pumps 
manufactured by Ingersoll-Ram. The current wor·k· add.ressed a specific 
pump type (DA-line) • o·uring the last several years there has been a 
dramatic change in the Division operations. The introduction of the 
c.omputer-Aided-Design-aoo-Manufactu~ing technoiogies -has opened a new 
horizon to effectively use these. technologies to· dec·rease cost, lead time 
and improve product. 
'TO: utilize new technologies most ·.effectively, the overall Division's 
operations needed to be reevaluated· -using· the Manufacturing System's 
approach. The work of each depa;tment and comnunications between the 
departments were examined. A Conceptual Diagram of Eng_ineered Pump 
Division Order Pro.cessing was -developed. 
·Then the potential areas for improvement through the introduction of 
. 
CAD/CAM and other technologies became obvious. The diagram became a 
dynamic tool, changing witl1 the requiranents. It is currently used by the 
rnanaganent to guide· ·the overall Di vision's plan of Automation and Computer 
Assisted Operations. 
The following sections describe the conventional anj the newly 
introduc~ flows of Ord·er Processing and elaborate specifically on what 

























































4. CONVENTIONAL ORDER PROCESSING 
\ 
Figure 3 shows the overall diagram of how the order is processed 
through the systan fran the moment it enters the system by the customer to 
the point when the complete unit is shipped to the customer. 
4. 1 Sales _Branch 
The Sales Branch is a company's front end. In essentially all cases, 
the customer's inquiry on a particular pump design en.ters the Sys tan 
through one of the many company's sa.les Branches located throughout the 
·world. 
. •. 
Sales Branches receive customer's specifications and an. inquiry letter 
or a telephone inquiry and submit this information to Marketing. After 
the inquiry becomes an order, Sales generate Branch Order Pages which, 
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-4. 2 Marketing 
Marketing performs most of the preliminary work with 
the inquiry until 
an inquiry becomes an order. Marketing is responsible
 for obtaining 
information from Engineering about specific technical 
details of the job 
aoo from Planning arrl Inventory about the materials av
ailability to· meet 
. 
the required delivery dates. 
After obtaining all information that is required, Mar
keting sul:Jnits a 
proposal to the custaner. If the customer firrls the 
proposal acceptable 
and compares with similar proposals from other _pump m
anufacturers, he 
places an order. 
4 . 3 Financial Control 
Financial Control receives the information from Sales 
and performs all 
of the required financial operations with it. Financ
ial Control also 
works closely with Marketing during the inquiry stage.
 
4 . 4 .Contracts 
Upon approval of the order by Financial Control, the C
ontracts 
Department initiates a Travel file which contains Eng
ineering Data Sheets 
which need to be filled o~t by Engineering and returne
d to Contracts. 
Contracts will send some of the information fran the c
ompleted Engineering 
Data Sheets to the customer either directly ( if specified in ·the O
rder 













Engineering has a·ll responsibilities of verifying a selection of the 
existing design or makes a new design. -Engineering performs all required 
analysis, such as strength, performance, etc. and generates a complete set 
of drawings. Some of these drawings, known as a "software", is sent to 
the customer; these include Gene-ral A~rangement layouts, piping layouts, 
' 
etc., and the others, known as "hardware''-, goes to Planning and 
Inven_tory. These include the drawings of all p:irts that are nee::led -to be 
manufactured or purchased. Engineering also makes a Bi.11 of Material.s, 
which include complete listing of. parts and assemblies that make up a pump 
•' 
unit. Bill of Materials is also called a "Travel file" since i·t is used 
by all subsequent departments. 
Engineering represents a prime potential area of a CAD/CAM 
implementations. Engineering function .will be analysed in greater detail 
in Section IV. 
4. 6 Planning· and Inventory _ 
Planning and Inventory ·has a responsibility of Scheduli.ng materials 
deliveries arrl smooth order processing through the operations. This 
departnent generates a Routing Request which is submittEd to Irrlustrial 
Engineering to-generate a routing for the shop. 
Planning and In.ventory is in direct contact with vendors. 
-· 
\ 
4. 7 Irrlustrial Engineering 
' I 
Industrial Engineering is responsible for all of the operations that 
follow it. Iooustrial Engineering generates a routing based on the 
·-
Routing Request that is receivoo from Planning arrl Inventory. All NC 
progran1uing, machining time study, tooling and so on, is done by the 
Irrlustrial Engineering Department. 
As the Engineering Department, In:1ustrial Engineering has a big 
potential for the CAD/CAM implanentations. Industrial Engineering 
" 
function will be analysed in greater detail in Section v. 
4 . 8 Industrial Planning 
In::lustrial Planning receives information ·from IIrlustrial Engineering, 
verifies it arrl submits to the Shop Floor Control. Industrial Planning 
also verifies the Bill of Materials and sends it to the Storeroom. 
4 . ·9 · Shop Floor Control 
Shop Floor Control obtains the material from the Storeroom and, 





4. 10 ~ Shop 
Shop is a place where the parts are made. The overall Systans 
efficiency is truely teste3 here. The successful shop operations depend 
on efficient work of all of the preceding departments and all· mistakes 
also show up here. 
4 . 11 Storeroom 
Storeroom maintains inventories. It receives· materials and i;arts fran 
the vendors arrl fran the Shop. Storeroan verifies the availability of 
p:1.rts and subassanblies in accordance with the Bill of Materials which it 
receives £ran the Industrial Planning. When all parts \that make up a 
complete unit are in the Storeroom, it subnits than to the Assanbly Floor. 
4. 12 Assenbly, Test, Shipping 
These stages conclude the operations of the Order Processing. The 
complete unit is then shipped to the custcmer. After that the unit 
becomes the ·responsibility of the Contract Department, which will provide 
maintenance work, parts scheduled replacenent and will maintain overall 







5 . ·ENGI1~EERING FUNCI1IO~J 
5.1 System Description 
In the previous section, the function of Engir1eering was described in 
relation with other functions of the. Syste,1. In this section more 
detailed description of the Engineeri'ng function will be given taking a 
DA-line pump impeller design and manufacturing process as an example •• 
As was mentioned earlier, Engineering receives a Travel File from the 
Contracts. A Travel File also inclu:1es a Master Schedule. A Master 
Schedule contains a listing of standard pu'Tlp :[)arts anc1 the new parts that 
have to be designed. Engineering \vill des.ign the necessary ·parts 
according to the ~1aster Schedule. The r1eed for either_ casting or 
mac11ining drawing (or both) is specified in the master schedule. Figure 4 
s11ows a 1X=1rt (DA-Line pump imf€ller) design process. A 
computer-aided-design (CAD} has been implemente:3 for the design of the 
pump r:erts .and to generate required drawings. The mainframe computer used 
by Engineering is a VP£< 751 with 7 graphical workstdtions ("Applicon") and 
3 VT-220 terminals. "Applicon" software is used for the graphical work. 
The computer database file management is performed using DEC file 
rnanag·enent sj.1stem: 
• 1 • 
2. 
Active database files (.controlled by "Appl icon" database 
manager) 
Archived database files (on tapes) 
3. "PARTKEY" Manager (written in-house). 
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A design can be done either manually or using parametric programs 
which are developed in-house for the design of certain parts. These 
programs are written in IAGL (Interactive Applicon Graphics language). 
Also, revision work can be perfomed to change or modify existing designs. 




"VANE" - used for a hydraulic design of a p.mip or turbine 
impeller vanes 
"DIFFUSOR'' - for hydraulic design of [.mlp diffuser vanes 
I 
"SHAFT" - to design pump shafts arrl others. 
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5. 2 The Management of the Engineering Database Files 
In ord.er to efficiently usecomputer resourses, only a limited 
' information. is stored on the computer. This information is immediately 
accessible. The work that requires only occasional access is stored on 
tapes and the files are taken off the computer. The File Manager is a 
special pr03ram written in DCL (DEC Control language) , which kee.ps track 
of the files status. The files statµs can be "NO: RELEASE" or "AOCHIVE''. 
The following is· a description o.f the System file status activities. When 
the designer complete the initial hydraulic design, he stores the drawing 
(i.e. database file) on the systen as an active a·atabase file an<l 
generates a paper plot ( ''CPLOT = "CHECK PLOT" or "FPLOT" = "FINAL PLOT") • 
The plot is then received by the checker who approves it and sends the 
"RELEASE STATUS11 = "ARCHIVE". If cha.nges are required at that step or 
there are any errors, the "RELEASE_ STATUS" remains set to "NO RELEASE''. 
The designer.then receives the marked-up drawing arrl makes the necessary 
changes. The .process is· repeated until the work is ·approved arrl the 
"RELEASE STATUS" is set to "ARCHIVE''. 
The File Manager also sends requests to. the System operator to move 
the files f·romthe computer memory or ore/retrieve files fran tapes. 
The name of the file ("PARTNAME'') can be of any length, but the 
~ 
operating systan allows or1ly 9-digit identification number. PARTKEY" gets 
arourrl this problem by assigning a sI_Jecial 9-digit 0 0BNAME" to tbe files 




5 . 3 Operation uooer "Appl icon" Edi tor 
--
E.dit·or is a graphical computer software written by ."Appliconi•. Its 
pu.rpose is to accept graphical information, store it in a database format, 
and maintain an interactive dialog with the user. 
A designer en.ters the Edi tor by typing "DRAW" followed by the part 
name (e.g. 3Xl0DA3C-OO). The ''DRAW" program uses a "PARTKEY11 that has the 
database (i.e. drawing) with the "DBNAME" that has the required "PARTNAME" 
identification "key". In the example shown on Figure 4, the program will 
find and load to the "Editor" the file with the ''DBNAME"= 000000111.DB; 
since it contains a required key ("PARTNAME" = 3Xl0DA3C-00). 
The file will be loaded to the scratch area allocated by the "Editor" 
imnediately, since the "PARTKEY STArrUS" ·= "ACTIVE", i.e. it is on the 
disk. If the "RELEASE STATUS"= "ARCHIVE", the system operator would have 
to. load the file to the disk from the tar:e. If the requiroo file does not 
exist, a computer will assign a new incremental "DBNAME" for it and load 
an empty file to the scratch area. This file will have a "PARTNN1E" = 
3Xl0DA3C-OO as entered. by the designer. The design work then begins • 
• ·:J 
-12-
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5.4 Drawing Data Managenent 
.. 
'• 
Following the completion of hydraulic design, the impeller machining 
and casting drawings need to be generated. The hydraulic design database 
file is retrieved from the database and the designer makes a machining 
drawing. Initially, the. outside contours of the impeller are established 
.(Figure 6). At this stage other pump parts such as casing (Figure 7) are 
retrieved fran the database to verify if there are any interferences 
between the casing and the impeller. When this is done, the dimensioning 
of the impeller is performed (Figure 8). The designer then stores the 
drawing as a database. file and generates a paper plot. The P3per plot is 
sent. to the Checker for approval. The design steps at this point are 
similar to those taken for the hydraulic layout. When the final paper 
drawing is approved, it is then reaa·y to be released to Planning and 
Inventory and Irrlustrial Engineering. 
Following the completion of the machining drawing, the impeller 
casting drawing must be made (for the cast impellers). Often, though, 
this work is performed in parallel with the generation of the machining 
drawing. 
Essentially, a casting drawing represents a machining .drawing with the 
added tolerances for the metal to be rEmoved fran the casting by machining 
(Figure 9). 
This drawing will be required by: 
A. Foundry 
B. In::lustrial Engineering (to determine the, tool offsets when 
machining the part) 
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Fig. 8 - Impeller Machining Drawing 
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5. 5. Special Cases \ 
The order requirements are often such that the same castings. can be 
used for different orders where the same hydraulic performance 
characteristics can· be appliEd ., but different machining operations for the 
impellers outside contours are required (i.e. repairs in the field, etc.) . 
In such cases only a new machining drawing is required a~· the casting is 
readily available either fran the storeroan or can be made according to 
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a• INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
upon receiving the imp:ller drawings generated in Engineering, 
Industrial Engineering determines the tooling that is required to machine 
the part, designs or adjusts existing fixtu.res for it and create a NC tape. 
or a DNC file. 
·There are several P3rametric computer programs that are currently 
utilized by the NC designers. These programs are used to generate a NC 
tool P3th on impellers, shafts, casings arrl others. As an example, a 
portion of a computer progran for the -NC tool path generation for the 
DA-line pump impellers is shown on Figure 10. This program contains 
header portion, a geanetry definition portion, a COMPACT II parametl:ic 
.code arrl the tool selection portion. 
The NC designer will extract the required information from the drawing 
and enter it at the prop:r pl:ace in the fil~. For example, the ·numerical 
value for the impeller O.D. will be entered arrl program will assign it to 
a variable. 
Next, miscellaneous NC machining data, such as coolant type, speeds, 
etc., will be appended to the file. The mylar NC tape is then generated 
or the complete NC file is downloaded to the DNC machine. Irrlustrial 
Planning arrl Shop Floor Control will assure the correct machining schedule 
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7. ENGINEERING/INDUSTRIAL-ENGINEERING INTEGRATION 
When the conceptual diagram of Order Processing was completed, many 
' 
inefficiencies in the operations of the individual departments and 
interdepartmental cornnunications became apparent. 
Among the most obvious inefficiencies were noted: 
) 
1. There is a duplication ·of effort: 
Engineering generates the drawings from a known 
input.data; Irrlustrial Engineering (NC) extracts. 
the same data fran the drawings (ref. Figure 3) 
2. It takes considerably more time to dimension the 
.geometry on the drawing than it does to. generate 
geometry itself (ref. Figure 4) 
3. It takes too much time to check the drawing aft-er 
I' 
it is created.(a bottleneck operation) (ref. Figure 4) 
4. There is no existing library· of impeller casting 
and machining files. 
The enhanced corrmunications between the departments needed to be 
establ_ished. The decision was made to approach the ·problem fran se.veral 
directions. The present thesis covers the implementation of the 
integratio!) strat~gy between the Engineering and Indus.trial Engineering 
Departments. 
The writer was given a responsibility to establish a corrmunication· 
.channel between the Engineering and I-ndustrial Engineering to solve the 
first of the above mentioned. inefficiencies. This au·al comnunication 
channel would provide the automatic information transfer from Design 





. ..... t .. . . .. . . . - ) ·-- .. ~ .... -· -·· . .. .. , .. '" . ' . -,· ., - . 
As a result of this work, by accessing the geometrical information on 
part files arrl analyzing it, the parametric information required by the 
/' 
I.E. to create a NC machining or casing file can now be generated at the 
design stage. 
An example of the data extracted from the machining and casting 
drawings is shown in Appendix B. 
The modifications ir1troduced to enhance Engineering functions are 
shown on Figure 3 in double frames. 
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8 . :ENHANCED ENGINEERING FUNCl'ION 
Figure 13 shows a mdified procedure in camunicating information fran 
the Engineering to Industrial Engineering Departnents. 
A cooputer program ''NCIMP" for the paraioetric data extraction £ran the 
D.A.-line p1mip i.npeller ma.chining and casting part files has been written. 
Part file in this context neans ~ter database file. The blank mdules ~ 
-were also provided with this initial work for the data extraction for the 
parts other than inpellers in the future. These programs are ''NCSHAFT' 
which will extract information from the shaft part file; ''NCDRIM'' which will 
extract data from the balancing dnm part file, and others. 
The programs are written in IAGL (Interactive Applicon Graphics Language) 
and AGL (Applicon Graphics Lang-Jage (cunpilable). ~:re information on 
the programning languages and techniques is given in Appendix A. 
Program Logic and Qperation 
The ''NCIMP'' program is invoked when the designer types in /NC. The 
program will start execution if the ''RELF.ASE_8TA'IDS''=''ARCHIVE'', i.e. the 
drawings have been cheeked and approved. 
~pending whether the drawing is ·a ma.chining or a casting, different 
subrrodules are executed: ''Il1PMACH'' or ''IMPCAST'. The program logic flows 
in a way that it will capture the gecmetric pattern and the necessary data 
which varies with the type of the input file. Figure 13 is a picture of a 
finished machined punp i.npeller. The program first finds the reference 
lines to establish a local X-Y coordinate system. It then locates a starting 
line elen:ent using .subroutine ''PICXL'' (line Ll, Figure 14) and extracts 
I 
the endpoints of this line. The subroutines ''XENDL'', ''YENDL'' rearrange the 
endpoints in the desired direction of increased coordinates . Next, the 
pointer, IIDVes to the endpoint P2 and search.es. for an arc using subordinate 
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Variables.,_ Extracted· From· Geometry 
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The execution continues in a similar way until all of the geometry 
1required for the following NC processing is gathered. During this process 
several subroutines check the validity of the geometric data. For 
example, subroutine "YSAME" checks if the lines endpoints have the same 
X-coordinate, if not issues the warning message, thus informing that the 
line is not horizontal. Similarly, subroutine "XSAr1E" informs if the line 
is not vertical •. 
The subroutines "IMPMACH2" and "IMPCAST2" calculate the values of the 
DVR-variables needed for the NC machining files. For example, variable 
DVRl (Figure 10) describes the impeller outside .diameter (O.D.) The 
pr03ram provides the value for this variable by using Y-coordinate of. the 
point l multiplied by 2 (Figure 14). Similarly, ring fit l~ngth (variable 
DVR18 Fig. 10) is calculated as a difference in the values of 
X-coordinates of points Pl6 and Pl5. (see Appen:lix B for subrout:ines 
de$criptions). 
When all of the required DVR-variables receive their values the 
program writes them out to the external file. In the case of the 
machining drawing, this file will have an extension specification .MCH •• 
In the case of the casting drawing this file will be .CAS •• (See Appendix 
I 
B) The files will reside on the Engineering VAX disk un:Ier the directory 
E : : FDAZERO : ( CAOCAM) until another program will reload them to the 
t1anufacturing V"AX urrler the ~1: :FDAZERO: (CADCAM) • This is accomplishe:l 
with the use of the Local Area Network Systan (LAN). When .file transfer 
is completed and Manufacturing V"AX signals the successful files receiving, 
the files are deleted fran the Engineering V"P:x. The bottom portion of 





9. ENHANCED NC FUNcrIONS 
AND INTERFACE FROM I.E. TO SHOP 
J 
As ·was described in the previous sec.tion, two .NC files are submitted 
fran the Engineering to Manufacturing mainframe computer. There is one 
more file required, however, for generation of a complete NC input file. 
This file is called a Routing file and has a designed extension .RTG • 
This file is supplied from Planning and Inventory. It contains a 
description of the material used arrl other relevant information. A 
special computer program written in DCL* combines these 3 files together 
and creates a final NC file. This file can be replayed on the Graphical 
computer terminal for visual verif ic.ations and then downloaded to NC 
machines in the Machine Shop. This procedure is shown on Figure 15 • 
... 
*DEC Contr·ol Language 
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F ROr..1 EN -ER 1 t~ G VAX F DAO:[C ADC AMJ 
MANUFACTUR,NG VAX FDAO:[CADCAMl 




(MACHINING) .MCH FILE ?t-----------1 ) 
MACHINING LIBRfRY 
NO 
NO YES YES 
1-------1<ROUTING> .RTG FILE ?~----------1.CAS AND .MCH1------~CREATE NC FILE 
IN LIBRARIES ? DELETE .RTG 
MOVE TO NC DIRECTORY 
NO 
,. _,6;,.~. WR I TE 






CREA TE DNC FILE 
FILE OK ? 
NO 
WRITE NC 
EXEPTIONS f ILE 
1 Fig. 15 
NC/DNC, Computerized File Processing (Expanded) 
I 
YES 
DOWNLOAD TO DNC 







The present trends in the Manufacturing Contnuni ty towards the Factory 
Automation an::l utilization of the newest developnents in CIM technology 
firrl direct and imned iate applications at the Ingersoll-Rand Canpany. As 
a part of the General Strategic Plan to automate the elenents of the 
manufacturing process, the current work provided significant benefits to 
the integrated approach in the area of Computer-Aided-Design-and 
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM). 
As a result of this approach towards the integration of enginee~ing 
and manufacturing function·s in the company, the time required to ~esign 
and manufacture a pump impeller was reduced oy at least one order of 
magnitude which manifested itself in savin·gs in cost and reduction in lead 
time. At the same time, the quality of the product increase:] due to the 
incr·eased consistency and repeatability of the developed procedure. 
Due to the mcx:iular structure of the developed proce:iure, new modules 
can be added as they are developed and uI_XJated. 
The Order Processing chart is also used as a guidance for the further 








11 .. ~ EUTURE PLANS AND RECOMMENQATIONS 
As was mentionea earlier, the developed procedure does not represent a 
"static structure". On the contrary, it is a dynamic evolving process. 
In- the Section 6 several areas of potential improvanents were listed. In 
that re.spect, the following has been planned for the future: 
1. Develop more modules to process p:trts other than pump impellers. 
These will include shafts, balancing drums, rings, etc. In 
fact, the writer is beginning to work on a completely \ 
computerized parametric procedure of the design, dimensioning 
and generating the NC input files from their geometry •• 
2. The currently existing computer program used by the other 
departments (Financial Control, Planning, etc.) will be analyz~ 
and integrated with the Engineering and Manufacturing 
operations. In r:articular, currently available 
automated pr03ra'11S f·or the generation o~the Bill of Materials 
will be enhanced to provide a link to Engineering. 
3. Inventory Control and E1orecasting will be combined with the 








IAGL, AGL, DBA PROGRAMrvtING* 
*See "Apt?licon" prograrrming manuals for more information. 
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In this apprendix, a brief description of IAGL, AGL arrl OBA is given. 
Since it is not a purpose of the current thesis work, to educate the 
reader on using·"Applicon" programning language, the writer will suggest 
for those who might be interested in more detailed description, refer to 
the "Applicon" prograrrrning manuals. 
,-
VAX-11 family of machines support several high-level languages which 
include FORTRAN, VAA Macro (assembler), PL/I AGL (VAX-11 PL/I with 
graphics extensions), and others. 
IAGL fesembles AGL very closely. In fact,it is a subset of the full 
AGL language, but there are a few differences. Being interpretive 
(somewhat similar to BASIC in that respect), IAGL represents a good choice 
for a computer programmer at the initial st~ge, i.e. when the program is 
first written and being debugged. 
When all developnent work or writing an IAGL program is completed, it 
\ 
may be desirable to correct- it (or modify) to AGL language. AGL language 
! ,, l 
is compilable, and therefore is considerably faster than IAGL in 
execution. 
In addition to more 11conventio11al" prog ranming techniques, "Appl icon11 
presents a powerful set of so called OBA routines. The main purpose and 
advantage in using these is very fast, and flexible direct access to the 
database files by-passing the usual "Editor" graphics interpretor 
routines. 
The spee:1 of access l::>ecomes very much faster than using graphics 
interpretor. This approach becomes unsurpassable when dealing with larg~ 
' 
' databases and numerous geometry manipulations. 
-32-
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Appendix B (!AGL) 





INTERACTIVE PROGRAM CONTROL 
ANALYSIS ' 
...--:.a OUTPUT DATA 
Input Data - provided by the designer to describe the gearetry 
Analysis - involves routines performing various calculations and 
_geonetry extractions 
Output Data - writes the output file for the NC processing 







Routines for·IriJ??t ·nata·Haridl!!:ig 
''NC'' ''NC1MP'' ''Il1PROUI" I I 'NCSHA.Fr'' I 'NCDRUM'' 
' ' ' ' 
Routines for Interactive Program Q:mtrol Handling 
''IMPMACHI'' ''IMPMACH2'' Il1PCAST1'' · ''Il1PCAST2'' 
' ' ' 
Routines for Analysis Handling 
''XENDL' I ''YENDL'' ''XENDCIR'' ''YENDCI~' ''PICXL'' ''PICXC'' "-
' ' ' ' ' 
' 
''XS.AME'' ''YSAME'' 'll: r J I'' ''ANOOIECX' ' 
' ' , ' ' 






B . 2 . 1 .1 "NC" . 
Initial entry. Presents a choice of currently available modules and 
executes the selected one. 
I 
.. 
SYSISYSDEVI CE: C E~~G. NEL I K. CPROCS Jt,c. CPR; 10 
NC: CPROC ( i.NCPROGRAM PROMPT ('WHICH NC PROGRAM DO YOU ~At,T TO RUN ? ') 
CHOICES< 
('NCIHP','GENERATE IMPELLER NC-OUTPUT'), 
('NCSHAFT','GENERATE SHAFT NC-OUTPUT'), 
C'NCDRUH','GENERATE DRUM NC-OUTPUT'>, 
('NCSLEEVE','GENER~ SLEEVE NC-OUTPUT'), 
('GUESS_WHAT?','HOTAMPLEMENTED'))); 
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B . 2 .1 :2 ' 'NCIMP" 
Starts the series of routines to access the irnp~ller geometry and 
extract information required for the NC file. 
Invokes the routines to operate either on the impeller machining or 
casting database. 
SYS$SYSDEVICE!CENG.NELIK.CPROCSJNCIMP.CPR;14 
NCIMP:CPR0C<%INCH_MET PROHPT('WHAT UNITS?') 
CHOICES< __ , 
'INCHES','HETRIC'), 
%PROGRAM PROMPT(.' SELECT THE IMPELLER TYPE DRUG.'> 
CHOICES< 
C'IHPCAST1','IHPELLER CASTING DRWG'), 
('IHPMACHl','IHPELLER MACHINING DRUG')), 
%CASTDWGNO PROHPTC'ENTER CASTING DRAUING NUMBER')); 
DCL T CHAR(!); 




IF RHA_CA = 'IHPCASTl' THEN oo; 
-
-
HESS 'YOU HUST HAVE CtSTING DRWG. ON THE SCREEN. DO YOU 1 YIN'; .. 
GETV TEXT 'T' STRING; 
IF T ~= 'Y' THEH ABORT; 
END; 
IF RHA_CA = 'IHPHACH1' THEN oo; -
HESS 'YOU HUST HAVE MACHINING DRWG. ON THE SCREEN. DO YOU? YIN' ; 
GETV TEXT 'T' STRING; 








. . . 
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B2 . 1. 3 ' 'IMPROUT' ' 






XDVR28 PROHPTC'ENTER SHROUD FINISH RING O,D.'), 
%DVR29 PROHPT<'ENTER HUB FINISH RING O.D.'>, 
%SUTTON PROHPT('IS SUTTON OPERATION NEEDED? YIN'>, 
%DVR63 PROHPT<'ENTER KEYUAY HEIGHT'>, 
%KEYWIDTH PROHPTC'ENTER KEYWAY WIDTH'>, 
%DVR65 PROHPT<'ENTER VANE COUNTERBORE DIA,')); 
DCL (DVR28,DVR29,DVR48,DVR63,DVR65) FLOAT; 









DFL-2=DVR2S; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR28,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR29i \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR29,'!~CH32_6; \FURITE 
DFL_2=DVR48; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR48,'! !CH32_6; \FWRITE 
CH32_6='%SUTTON'; CH32_6='t SUTTON: ,, ,suTTON; \FURITE 
CH32_6='%KEYWIDTH'; CH32_6='l KEYWIDHT= ,~,KEYWIDTH; \FWRITE 
DFL_2=DVR63i \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR63,'!~CH32_6; \FURITE 















CAE : CAD + CAM 





CASTINGS : NEEDED / NOT NEEDED (3X10DA3C-OO) 
MACHINING : NEEDED / NOT NEEDED (3X10DA3CX1-0C~ 
I 

























CHECKS IF PART EXIST; 
IF NOT-ASSIGNS NEW DBNAME 
I !PROMPT: I I 




!LOAD FILE DATABASE! 






DESIGN !MANUAL DESIGN! !REVISIONS WORKI 







I I I I 
l l~P-RO_M_P_T-:N~C~/-FP_L_O_T/-C-PL-O~TJ I i - - - . - IRUiS ONLY If RELU.SUTATUS-ARC;IVEl1-t - t- · - -- -- -- --
I INC IMP I NCSHAFT I NC DRUM I ETC. 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - -1- - - - - - -1- - - - - -1- - - -~ r , 







ENGINEERING VAX FDAO:[CADCAMl 
IPROMPT: I . I I IS IT MACHINING OR CASTING ? 
,_1 ~~ - __ 1M~T_I - -- - -- -- -- - _I 
1---~'-1 ..--1~----, 000000500.MCH 1000000111.CAS I 
C NETWORKS J TO MANUFACTURING VAX FDAO:[CADCAMl 
L-----------------------------------------------------~ 
I . 







CHECKER RELEASLSTATUS=NO..RELEASE OR 
ARCHIVE 
.·• 
ARCHIVED <TAPES) DAT ABASE FI LES i . · ·. 
000000111.DBA 
000000111.DBB 
' ,{:: ·. 
000000500.DBA · .· ' .· · ~: ; 
L,.~_;:o_:::~_:;_os_o_o_.D_BB _______ ),f ~j!:~ 
··1·} 
















Starts extracting information abou~-the selected geometry components 
in the parametrically predefined order. 
Invokes a series of the· auxiliary routine·s. 
SYSSSYSDEVICE!CENG.NELIK.CPROCSJIMPHACH1.CPR;21 
IMPMACHl:CPRfJC; 
DCL <LHCL,LVCL) LINE 3D; 
DCL CL,LT,L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,L9,L10) LINE JD; 
\ 
DCL CL11,L12,L13,Ll4,L1S,L16,L17,L18,L19,L20) LINE JD; 
DCL CL21,L22,L23,L24,L25,L26,L27,L28,L29,L30) LINE 3D; 
DCL <P,PS,PL,PPS,PPL,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7,P8,P9,P10) POINT 3D; 
DCL CP11,P12,P13,P14,P1S,P16,P17,P18,P19,P20) POINT 3D; 
DCL CP21,P22,P23,P24,P25,P26,P27,P28,P29,P30) POINT 3D; 
DCL CC,C1,C2,C3,C4,CS,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10) CIRCLE 3D; 
DCL PARPEN FIXED; 
DCL <A,RS> FLOAT; 
' DCL CXBASE,YBASE> FLOAT; 
SPEC DRAW PERL ON; 
SPEC WORK MSGA 10; 
SPEC WORK EXPAN ON; 
SPEC ~ORK PICKL a; 
HESS 'DIGITIZE HORIZONTAL C-LINE '; 
GETV LINE 'LHCL' PICK NEAR ONE HAIN; 
\XENDL 
YBASE=YCRD<PL); 
, ! HESS 'DIGITIZE VERTICAL C-LINE'i 
GETV LINE 'LVCL' PICK NEAR ONE MAIN; 
\YENDL 
XBASE=XCRD<PL); 
HESS 'DIGITIZE THE STARTING LINE'; 












MODI DEL PICK TlI; 
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\DELLI ' ". 
















' •· .~ '\• • I '11.J ·- .. ~ ~ • , • • 





IF A>10 THEN ADD LINE <LT); -
P=P22; 
\PICKL ': . ·.: .. 
.. 
\ANGCHECK -. 






















IF YCRDCPL>>YCRD(PPL) THEN L19=Li 
IF YCRD<PL><YC~D<PPL> THEN L19=LT; 
IF YCRD<PL>>YCRDCPPL) THEt~ P2 4=PL ; 
IF YCRD(PL><YCRD(PPL) THEN P24=PPL; 
P=P23i 
IF YCRDCPL>>YCRD<PPL> THEN \DELLI ' 


















_ .\DELLI ___ 
\PICKL 
\ YEt,DL 
IF YCRD<PL>>YCRO<PPL) fHEN L21=L; ··~,I • ' .· 
IF YCRD<PL><YCRD<PPL) THEtl L21=L T; 
IF YtRD<PL>>YCRD(PPL) THEN P26=PL; 
IF YCRD<PL><YCRD(PPL> THEN P26=PPLi 
P=P2S; 
IF YCRD<PL>>YCRD<PPL> THEN \DELLI 
IF YCRD<PL>>YCRD(PPL) THfN Ann l TN~ CI Tl a 
. . _ . -···,, .... ... ,,...,,_. ·• ·--..,..... ..... - ........... _ . .,._. ·--· . . .. . ..... ""'" .. -.. ~ 4 3 - . 
. . ,~_-~, . . . . . .. .. • ; ' . ~ . . 
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-ii 
I* ADDING DELETED LINES AND ARCS *****I 
ADD LINE (Ll> CL2) <L3) (L4> (L5) <L6) <L7> <LS) (L9> (l10) 
( L 11 > < L 12 > < L 13 ) < L 14 ) < L 15) ( L 16 > CL 17 > ( L 18 ) ( L 19 > < L20 > 1 
CL21 > <L22>; 
ADD CIRCLE (C1) (C2) (CJ> CC4> ; 
!********* GEOMETRY EXTRUCTION ***I 
RS=RADIUS<CS>; 
\IHPHACH2 
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B . z: ... 2_. 2 Q 11IMPMACH2' I: 
C.al·tulates 'ialues. :for D_-• VR_ -var·iab.les: neec:led fo_r·__ J.;;'\.,;.·· ·N·c· ··· · .. ·t f--· --· 1·  w1e.·  .. ·· ... 1Qpu :· :_·t .. e$ .• 
SYS SSYSDEV IC-E: ·tEN.G. NELlK •.. CPROCSJ I HPMACH2. CP_R_;:·25 






DCL <DX,DY> FLOAT; 
·:· 
-· 
DCL C ~1, R2, R3, R4, R5A, R6 > CHAR< 50) VA-RJ 
DCL <PARTNO,DELPARTNO) CHAR(SO) VAR; 
PARTNO='FDAO:CCADCAHJ'!!STOREDB! !',HCH'; I** IF JOHN LIED : PARTNO='FD.AO:CENG,NELIK-,UC·:J1.J !S'TOREDB! !·-' .MCH:-i···;·*:*-/:; . . ' .. ' . . .· . .. . .- . . . . . . . . 
R1='$ '!!RPART; 
R2=' $ ' ! ! RMA_CA; 













I* DVR99 ALWAYS 1 RADIUS *I 













l*DVR15 FROM CASTING *I 
l*DVR16 FROM CASTING *I 
DVR18=XCRD<P19)-XCRD<P1S>; 
DVR188=XCRDCP4>-XCRDCP1); 
I* DVR21 FROH CASTING *I 
DVR23=XCRDCP19)-XCRD<P13); 
DVR24=R5; 
I* DVR26 FROH CASTING *I 
I* DVR28 FROM RINGS *I 
I* DVR29 FROM RINGS *I 






I* DVR48 FROH ROUTING *I 
I* DVR49 DIFFERENCE IN DESIGN f *I 
I* DVR50 FRON CASTING *I 
I* DVR51 FROH CASTING *I 
I* DVR53 FROH CASTING *I 
I* DVR54 FROH CASTING *I 
DVRSS=<YCRD(P19>-YBASE>*2; 









I* DVR65 ENTERED•••••••*/ 


































VHS 1 DELETE FDAO:CCADCAH]06ooo•.McH;*' NONE; 
CLOSE FILE<FILE1); 
OPEN FILE<FILE1> TITLE<PARTNO> OUTPUT RECORD; 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FRON <R1); 
I 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> ·FROH <R2>; 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROH <RJ); 
WRITE FILE(FILE1> FROM <R4);. 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROM (R5A); 
WRITE FILE<FILEl> FROH <R6); 
DFL-2=DVR2; \CHARACTER; CHJ2_6='DVR2,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR3; \CHARACTER; CHJ2_6= 1 DVR3,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR4; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR4,'!ICH32_6; \FURITE 
·DFL-2=DVRS; \CHARACTER; CH32-6='DVRS,'~!CH32_6; \FURITE 
DFL-2=DVR6; \CHARACTER; CH32-6='DVR6,'! !CH32_6; \FWRITE 
, DFL_2=DVR7; \CHARACTER; CHJ2_6='DVR7, 1 !!CH32_6; \~URITE 
DFL-2=DVR8i \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR8,'f fCHJ2_6; \FWRITE 
DFL_2=DVR9; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR9,'!,CHJ2_6; \FURITE 
DFL-2=DVR10i \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR10,'! !CH32_6; \FURITE 
DFL-2=DVR11; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR11,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR14; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR14,'! fCHJ2_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR1B; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR18,'! ,cHJ2_6; \FWRITE 
DFL_2=DVR1SS; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR188,',~CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR23; \CHARACTER; CHJ2_6='DVR23,'~ !CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR24; \CHARACTER; CH32_6~'DVR24,'! !CHJ2_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR31; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR31,'! !CHJ2_6; \FURITE 
DFL-2=DVR32; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR32,'!,CH32_6; \FURITE 
DFL-2=DVR44; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR44,'! ,cH32_6; \F~RITE 
DFL-2=DVR4S; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR45,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL-2=DVR47; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR47,'! !CH32_6; \FURITE 
DFL-2=DVRss; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVRSS,'! !CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL_2=DVR60; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR60,'! !CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL_2=DVR61; \CHARACTER; CH32_o='DVR61,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
DFL_2=DVR64; \CHARACTER; CH32_6='DVR64,'!!CH32_6; \FWRITE 
I***** WRITING INFO FROH ROUTING ***I; 
CH32-6='S MANUAL INPUT AT CAD'; \FWRITE; 
\IHPROUT; -· r 
CLOSE FILECFILEl>; 
%END 














B. 2. 2. 3 "IMPCASTl'' 
Similar to ''IMPMACHl" except that it is used for the casting d:r:awings. 
SYSSSYSDEVICE!CENG.NELIK.CPROCSJIHPCAST1.CPR;t3 
. 
. . .... 
\ \ ' 
. . 
I 
' . \ •. 
C -
IHPCAST1: CPROC; . · ,. 
. .. . 
DCL <P,CPC1,PCLINE,PS,PL,P1,P2,P3,P4,PS,P6,P7,P8,P9,P10> POINT 3D; 
DCL <P11,P12,P13,P14,P15,P16,P17,P18,P19,P20) fOINT 30; 
DCL <L,L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7,L8,L9,L10,L11,L12,L13,L14,L1S> Lit,E JD; 
DCL CC,C1,C2,C3) CIRCLE JD; 
DCL <A,A2,A4) FLOAT; 
SPEC DRAW PERL Ott; 
SPEC WORK MSGA 10; 
SPEC WORK EXPAN ON; 
SPEC WORK PICKL e; 
HESS' DIGITIZE THE STARTING LINE'; 





MODI DEL PICK TtI; 
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... . . . 





I*** ADDING DELETED LINES AND CIRCLES***/ 
. 





ADD LINE <Ll> (L2> CLJ> <L4> ·<LS> (L6> <L7> <LS> CL9> ; 













4 • • .• • 
B.2 .2 .4 ''IMPCAST2'' 
Similar to 1'IMPMACH2" except that it is used for the casting drawings. 
• • 
SYS$SYSDEVICE:CENG.NELIK+CPROCSJIMPCAST2.CPR;20 
IMPCAST2:CPR0Ci DCL CDVR15,DVR16,DVR26,DVR50,DVR51,DVR53,DVR54,DVR57) FLOAT; 
DCL <DX,DY,XBASE> FLOAT; 
DCL CR1,R2,R3,R4,R5A) CHARC20) VARi 
- . DCL PARTNO CHAR<SO) VARi 
PARTNO='FDAO:CCADCAHJ',!STOREDB! !'.CAS'; 
'** IF JOHN LIED: PARTHO='FDAO:CENG,NELIK,HCJ'!!STOREDB!!',CAS';**fi 
R1='$ '! !RPART; 
R2='$ I~ !RHA_CA; 















!*****'; VHS 'DELETE FDAO:CCADCAMJOOOOO*.CAS;*' HONE; 
CLOSE FILE<FILEl); 
OPEN FILE<FILE1> TITLECPARTNO> OUTPUT RECORD; 
WRITE FILECFILEl> FROHCRt); 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROHCR2); 
WRITE FILE<FILEl> FROH(R3); 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROH<R4); 
WRITE FILE<FILE1) FROH<RSA); 
























































B . 2 . 3 .1, B2 . 3 . 2 , B2 . 3 . 3 , B2 . 3 . 4 "XENDL" , . ''YENDL'' , ''XENDCIR'' , Y
ENDCIR" . 
\ 
',. . . . ' . 
. ' . ' ' 
ti 
Routines to determine two endpoints of the sr:ecific components 
(lines 
arrl arcs) arrl to rearrange the endpoints in the predefined order. 
SYS$SYSDEVICE:CENG.NELIK.CPROCSJXENDL.CPR;3 
XENDL:CPROC; 
PS=ENDPOINT 1 CL); 
PL=ENDP0INT2CL); 

























































'· B2 . 3 . 5 , ~2 . 3 . 6 ''PICKC'' , ''PIOO}' 
... 




GETV LINE 'L' PICK NEAR ONE HAIN (p); 
7.END 
SYS$SYSDEVICE!CENG.NELIK.CPROCSJF'ICKC.CPR;1 
PICKC: CPROC; ; 







B . 2 . 3 . 7 , B . 2 . 3·. 8 • 'XSAME 1 • , • 'YSAt1En 
• 
Determines if the line is horizontal or vertical with rest:ect to the 
local coordinate systen. 
SYSSSYSDEVICE!CENG,HELIK.CPROCSJXSAME.CPR;l 
XSAHE:CPRoc; 
DCL PH POINT JD; 
PH=<PS+Pl)/2i 
IF XCRDCPL> ~= XCRD<PS> 
THEN IF PARPEN=l THEN no; 
HESS 'LIN£ IS NOT VERTICAL ~ FIX IT AND RERUN+'; 
LIST SELECT PICK NEAR ONE HAIN <PM); 












YSAHE:CPROC; I . 
DCL PH POINT JD; 
PH=(PS+PL)/2; 
IF YCRD<PL> ~= YCRD<PS> 
THEN IF PARPEN=1 THEN oo; 
HESS 'LINE IS NOT PARALLEL ! FIX IT AND RERUN.'; 
LIST SELECT PICK NEAR ONE MAIN <PM); 
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Deletes the component 
SYSSSYSDEVICE:CENG.NELIK.CPROCSJDELLI.CPRil 
DELLI:CPROC; 
. . . 




·' B • 2 . 3 .·.10 ''ANGOIECI<'' 
Determines the direction in which to proceed to retrieve the geometry 




IF YCRDCENDP0INT1(l)) ~= YCRD(ENDP0INT2(L)) THEN oo; 
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I 
B2.4.1 ' 'CHARA.GIER' ' 
Performs transformation of the floating point data type into the 












CH32_6=CH32_4 ! ~ CH32_5 !~ CH32_2; 








. . .. . . 
• • 
B.2.4.2 ' 'FWRI'IE' ' 




FWRITE: CPROC; - · 





$ TY 000001096.HCH 
$ NCIHP 
$ IMPHACH1 ;··'! 




UVR2, 101. 0000 
[tVR3, 93 .1000 
ll~'R 4, 8. 0000 
DVR5, 70.9699 
I1V~~6, 45. 0000 
1 rtVR7, 91.9962 
llVF:8, 41 • 5220 





















$ SUTTON: N 



















FIGURE B . 3 . 2 
-
CASTING FILE 





























The pr(XJrams liste:l here accornplish the same goals as the ones in the 
Appendix B. The programs are written, however, in the AGL Language. 
It is advantageous to use these programs for the final production 
' 
version, whereas the programs written in !AGL are preferred to be used in 
the develoftttent stage since their interactive nature allows more 
flexibility in debugging. 












I** EXTERNAL ENTRIES**/; 
DCL APPCOIN EXTERNAL ENTRY <POINT 3D,P0INT JD,POINT J
D,FIXED BIN<31) ); 
DCL APPDEL EXTERNAL ENTRY <POINT JD); 
DCL APPPICKC EXTERNAL ENTRY (POINT 3D,CIRCLE 3D); 
DCL APPPICKL EXTERNAL ENTRY <POINT 3D~LINE 3D); 
DCL APPXENDC EXTERNAL ENTRY <CIRCLE 3D,POINT 3D,P0INT 
3D>; 
DCL APPXENDL EXTERNAL ENTRY CLINE 3D,POINT 3D,POINT 3D
); 
DCL APPXSAHE EXTERNAL ENTRY <POINT 3D,POINT JD); 
DCL APPYENDC EXTERNAL ENTRY <CIRCLE 3D,P0INT 3D,POINT 
JD)i 
DCL APPYENDL EXTERNAL ENTRY <LINE 3D,POIUT 3D,P0INT 3D
>; 
DCL APPYSANE EXTERHAL ENTRY (POINT 3D,POINT JD); 
DCL PA<JO> POINT JD; 
· DCL LA<23> LINE JD; 
DCL CA<6> CIRCLE 3D; 
DCL <I,ISW,EC> FIXED BINC31); 
DCL <DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP,BYTESP> FIXED BIN(31); 
DCL <DTYPEL,CLASSL,STRLENL,BYTESL> FIXED BIN(31); 
DCL <DTYPEC,CLASSC,STRLENC,BYTESC) FIXED BINC31); 
DCL CXBASE,YBASE,RS> FLOAT BIN(53); 
DCL <P,PS,PL,PS1,PL1,PS2,PL2> POINT JD; 
DCL <LHCL,LVCL,L1,L2> LINE JD; 
DCL C CIRCLE JD; 
l**IHITILIZING CONSTANTS **Ii 
DTYPEP=-63; CLASSP=t; STRLENP=O; BYTESP=24; 
DTYPEL=-61i CLASSL=l; STRLENL=O; BYTESL=48i 
DTYPEC=-57; .CLASSC=lJ STRLENC=O; BYTESC=112;_ 
· · · -_~ ..
.. - ·
1r.r. ,, ... -.,•·'o,(,.,. , .. · -1·"'. · 
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SPEC DRAW PERL ON; 
-SP~C WORK l'ISGA 10; l**CHAtfGE FOR DEBUG **I; c;,, 
SPEC WORK EXPAN ON; !**CHANGE FOR DEBUG **I; 




HESS 'DIGITIZE HORIZONTAL C-LINE'; 





HESS 'DIGITIZE VERTICAL C-LINE'; 





HESS 'DIGITIZE STARTING LINE'; 
GETV LINE 'L' PICK NEAR ONE MAIN; 









































l,HLL. tir-·r-· Ltt.L \ r·H \ I J J , 
CALL APPPICKLCPACS>,LAC6)); 











CALL AF·PDEL ( P); 
IF YCRD<PS2> < YCRDCPS1> THEN 
no; 
ADD LINE CL2); 
LA<7>=L1; 
[ND; 
IF YCRDCPS2) > YCRDCPS1) THEN 
no; 














IF YCRD(PS2> < YCRDCPS1> THEN 
no; 
A[III LINE <L2); 
LA(8)=L1; 
END; 
IF YCRDCPS2> > YCRD<PS1) THEN 
no; 





























\.-nL.L. Mr r r· J. ""''._ \ r"" \ .1. Af, , LH \ .1.1 J J I' 
CALL APPXENDL(LA(11>,PS,PL); 
tALL APPYSAHECPS,PL); 



















~~ALL APPPICKLCPA< 19), LAC 1S) >; 
CALL APPYENDL<LA( 15) ,PS,Pt .. ); 
F'A(20)=PS; 
CALL APPDELCPA(19)); 
I** CHECKING PICKLIHITS **I; 
I=O; ISIJ=O; 





TF 1)5 THEN MESS 'LINES END POINTS DO NOT COINCIDE'; 
IF I>5 THEN ABORT; 
EtJD; 
!***CONTINUES IF SUCCESFUL**I; 
P=<PS1+PL1)/2; 
CALL APPDELCP>; 
I** CHECKING PICKLIHITS **I; 
I=O; ISW=O; 





IF I>S THEN HESS 'LINES END POINTS DO NOT COINCIDE'; 
IF I>S THEN ABORT; 
END; 
!**CONTINUES IF SUCCESSFUL**/; 
P=(PS2+PL2)/2; 
CALL APPDEL(P); 
IF YCRD<PS2> < YCRD<PS1) THEN 
110; 
ADD LINE (l2); 
LA(16)=L1; 
END; 
JF YCRD<PS2) > YCRDCPS1> THEN 
[IQ; 
ADD L I.NE < L 1 > l~-
. ' 
I 
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1




IF YCRD<PS2> < YCRD<PS1> THEN 
no; 
ADD LINE <L2>; 
LAC17)=L1i 
END; 
IF YCRD<PS2> > YCRDCPS1> THEN 
no; 






I*** CHECKS PICKLIHITS ***/; 
I=O; ISW=O; 





JF I>5 THEN HESS 'LINES END POINTS DO NOT COINCIDE'; 
IF I>S THEN ABORT; 
END; 
!**CONTINUES IF SUCCESSFUL**/; 
P=<PS1+PL1)/2; 
CALL APPDEL<P>; 
!**CHECKING PICKLIMIT **/; 
I=O; ISW=O; 





IF I>S THEN HESS 'LINES END POINTS DO NOT COINCIDE'; 
IF I>S THEN ABORT; 
E'ND; 
!**CONTINUES IF SUCCESSFUL**/; 
P=<PS2+PL2)/2; 
CALL APF·DEL ( P >; 
IF YCRD<PS2) < YCRDCPS1> THEN 
TJO; 
ADD LINE <L2>; 
LAC18)=Lli 
F.ND; 
JF YCRDCPS2> > YCRDCPS1> THEN 
no; 
ADD LINE <Ll); 
LA<18)=L2; 
END, 

















IF YCRD<PS2> < YCRDCPS1) THEN 
oo; 
ADD LINE CL2); 
LA(19)=L1j 
END; 
IF YCRD(PS2) > YCRD(PS1> THEN 
no; 


















IF YCRDCPS2) < YCRD<PS1> THEN 
oo; 
ADD LINE <L2); 
LA(21)=L1; 
END; 
IF YCRDCPS2) > YCRD<PS1> THEN 
no; 




























!**ADDING DELETED GEOHETRY**/; 
DO I=1 TO .. 22; 
ADD LINE <LA<I>>; 
END; 
!10 I=1 TO 4; 
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C. 2 ''IMPMACH2 - (Similar to IMPMACH2 of !AGL Routines) 
IMPNACH2:PR0Cedure (pa,xbase,Ybase,r5) ; 
dcl character external entr~ (float bin(53),char(S0)); 




DVR60,DVR61,DVR64) FLOAT BIN<53); 
DCL Cdfl_2,xbase,~base,r5,DX,DY> FLOAT BIN(SJ>; 
DCL (ch32_6,R1,R2,R3,R4,RSA,R6) CHAR(50) VAR; 
DCL CPARTNO) CHAR(50) VAR; 
PARTNO='FDAO!CCADCAHJ'' !STOREDB! !'.NCH'; 
Rl='S '! !RPART; 
R2='$ -'! ~RMA_CA; 
R3='$ CAST t '! !CASTDWGNO; 
R4='$ '! ,sTOREDBi 







I* DVR99 ALUAYS 1 RADIUS *I 












l*DVR15 FROM CASTING *I 
l*DVR16 FROM CASTING *I 
DVR18=XCRDCP19)-XCRDCP1S); 
DVR188=XCRD<P4)-XCRD(P1)1 
I* DVR21 FROM CASTING *I 
DVR23=XCRD<P19)-XCRD<P13); 
f1~1R24=R5; 
I* DVR26 FROM CASTING *I 
I* DVR28 FROM RINGS *I 
I* DVR29 FROM RINGS *I I* DVR30 FROM ROUTING *I 
DVR31=XCRD<P19)-XCRDCP2S); 
DVR32=XCRDCP20)-XCRDCP21); 
__ DVR44=XCRD<P24>-XCRil<P25>; __ 
DVR45=XCRDCP5)-XCRD<Pt); 
DVR47=<YCRD<P25)-YBASE>*2; 
I* DVR48 FROH ROUTING *I 
I* DVR49 DIFFERENCE IN DESIGN ! *I 
I* DVRSO FROM CASTING *I 
/t DVR51 FROM CASTING*' 
I* DVR53 FROtt CASTING *I 
I* ItVR54 FROH CASTING *I . 
DVR55=(YCRD<P19)-YBASE>*2; 









I* DVR65 ENTERED•••••••*/ 
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l**********************************************I VMS 'DELETE FDAO:CCADCAHJOOOOO*.HCH;*' NONE; 
CLOSE FILE<FILE1>; 
OPEN FILECFILE1> TITLE(PARTNO> OUTPUT RECORD; 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROH <Rt); 
WRITE FILECFILE1> FROH <R2); 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROH <RJ); 
WRITE FILE<FILE1> FROH CR4); 
WRITE FILE<FILEl) FROM <RSA>; 
WRITE FILECFILE1) FROM (R6); 
DFL-2=DVR2; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR2,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(file1) froa (ch32_6); 
DFL_2=DUR3; call character<dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CHJ2_6='DVR3,'! !CHJ2_6; 
write file(file1) from (ch32_6); 
' . DFL_2=DVR4; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR4,'! !CHJ2_6; 
write file(file1) from (ch32_6); 
DFL-2=DVRS; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVRS,'! !CH32_6; 
write file(file1) from Cch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVR6; call it.iaracter(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR6,' ! ~CHJ2_6; 
write file(file1) '·1frora (ch32_6); 
ItFL_2=DVR7; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR7,'! !CH32_6; 
write file(filel) fro~ Cch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVRB; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR8,'! !CH32_6; 
write file(file1) from Cch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVR9; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR9,'! !CH32_6; 
write file(filel> fro~ Cch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVR10; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR10,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from <ch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVR11; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR11,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(file1> from (ch32_6)j 
DFL_2=DVR14; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR14,'! !CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32_6)i 
DFL_2=DVR18; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR18,'! ~CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32_6)i 
DFL_2=DVR188; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR188,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(file1) from (ch32_6)i 
DFL_2=DVR23; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR23,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32_6)i 
DFL_2=DVR24; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR24,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32-6)i 
DFL_2=BVR31; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR31,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32_h); 
DFL_2=DVR32; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32_6='DVR32,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(file1) from (ch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVR44; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CHJ2_6='DVR44,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from Cch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVR4S; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR4S,',!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) fro& (r.h32-6); 
~FL_2=DVR47; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR47,'f !CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32_6); 
DFL_2=DVRSS; call character<dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVRSS,'! !CH32_6i 
write file(filel) from (ch32_6); 
DFL-2=DVR60; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR60,'!,CH32_6; 
write file(filel) from (ch32_6); 
DFL-2=DVR61; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR61,'!!CH32_6; 
write file(filel) fro• (ch32_6)i 
DFL-2=DVR64; call character(dfl_2,ch32_6) ; CH32-6='DVR64,'!ICHJ2_6; 
write file(file1) fro~ (ch32_6); 
'***** WRITING INFO FROM ROUTING i**li 
CH32_6='$ HANUAL INPUT AT CAD'J 
write file(file1) from (ch32_6); ; 
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C . 3 • 1 , C . 3 . 2 . , APPJCENDL , APPYENDL , APPXENDC , APPYENDC , 
(Similar to XENDL, YENDL) 
SYSiSYSDEVICE!CENG.NELIK.AGLJAPPXENDL.AGL;l 
APPXEttDL:PROCEDURE <L,PS,PL); 
DCL CPS,PL,P> POINT 3D; 
rrcL L LINE JD; 
F'S=ENDP0INT1CL); 
PL=EN[IPOINT2(L); 












DCL CPS,PL,P> POINT 3D; 
DCL L LINE JD; 
F'S=ENDPOINT1<L); 
PL=EN!IF'0INT2(L); 
















DCL (PS,PL,P> POINT 3D; 
ItCL C CIRCLE 3D; 
PS=ENDPOINT1(C); 
PL=ENDP0INT2(C); 








, ... . 











ncL (PS,PL,P) POINT 3n; 
DCL C CIRCLE 3D; 
PS=ENDP0INT1CC); 
PL=ENDP0INT2CC); 
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C.4.1, C.4.2., APPPICKL, APPPICKC (Similar to PICKL, PICKC 




DCL CEC,DTYPEL,CLASSL,STRLENL> FIXED BI"(31)J 
DCL P POINT 3It; 
ncL L LINE 3D; 











DCL EC FIXED BIN(31); 
ItCL F' POINT 3£1; 
DCL C CIRCLE 3D; 
















DCL <EC,DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP> FIXED BINC31); 
DCL <PS,PL,PM,P> POINT JD; 
DTYPEP=-63; CLASSP=l; STRLENP=O; 
PM=<PS+Pl)/2; 
IF XCRD<PL> -= XCRD<PS) THEN DOi 
HESS 'LINE IS NOT VERTICAL I FIX IT AHD RERUN.'; 
EC=. GHY-PUT_VALUE <'P',DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP,PM); 
LIST SELECT PICK NEAR ONE HAIN <P> ; 












DCL <EC,DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP> FIXED BINC31); 
DCL CPS,PL,PH,P> POINT 3D; 
DTYPEP=-63; CLASSP=l; STRLENP=O; 
PM=<PS+PL)/2; 
IF YCRDCPL) ~: YCRDCPS) THEN no; 
HESS 'LINE IS NOT HORIZONTAL ! FIX IT AND RERUH.'; 
EC= GHY-PUT_VALUE <'P',DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP,PH>; 
LIST SELECT PICK NEAR ONE HAIN <P>; 











DCL <EC,DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP> FIXED BINC31); 
DCL P POINT JD; . 
. _ DTYPEP=-63; CLASSP= 1 ; STRlEtlP=O; 
EC= GNY_PUT_VALUE ('P',DTYPEP,CLASSP,STRLENP,P>; 
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C. 7. APPCOIN (Routine to determi·ne to check if points 
have i.dentical coo.rdinates) 
APPCOIN:PROCEDURE (PAT,P~,PL,ISW); 
DCL (PAT,PS,PL> POINT 3D; 
DCL IS~ FIXED BIN(31); 
DCL STRING CHARACTER(30) VARi 
DCL OUTFILE FILE; 
PUT SKIP LIST ('IN APPCOIN ••• ',PAT,PS,PL,ISW); 
STRING= 'IN APPCOIN ••• '; 
ISW=O; 
IF <XCRD<PAT>=XCRD<PS> > & (YCRD<PAT>=YCRD(PS> > THEU ISU=1; 
IF <XCRD(PAT>=XCRD<PL> > I (YCRD<PAT>=YCRD<PL> > THEN ISW=t; 
OPEN FILE<OUTFILE> RECORD OUTPUT TITLE<'CENG.NELIK.HISCJAGLFILE.DAT') ENVCAPPEHD>; 
WRITE FILECOUTFILE> FROH <STRING>; 
WRITE FILE(OUTFILE> FROM <PAT); 
WRITE FILE<OUTFILE> FRON <PS>; 
WRITE FILE<OUTFILE> FROH <PL); 
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Mechanical Engineering. 
Following graduation, he workErl for two years at Tashkent, u.s.s.R., 
as an engineer, designing pumps arrl turbines. i'n 1979, he arrived in the 
United States and accepted a position with the Ingersoll-Ram Canpany as a 
desig.n engineer. He is actively involved in the total CAD/CAM efforts of 
Ingersoll-Ram, working to make the Factory of the Future a reality. 
He is married to wendy (Litrides). They have a son, Adam, and 
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